Dynamics of the epidemiological and nutritional transition in developing countries and appearance of covid 19: Overview
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Abstract

The burden of chronic no communicable diseases has increased further, making these diseases the leading cause of death and disease worldwide. The aging of the population and public policies aim to shed light on the debates concerning the issues linked to major demographic changes.

Our review returns to the concept of epidemiological transition, seeks to illustrate its evolution in developing countries and to make the link with the origin and characteristics of the nutritional transition. Then we will discuss the global burden of chronic diseases highly concentrated in developing countries. At the end, a section is devoted to changing the global health landscape with COVID 19 infection.
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1. Introduction

According to United Nations data for 2010, 5.5% of the African population is aged 60 and over, while this proportion is double in Asia (9.9%) and Latin America (10.0%), and four times higher in the most developed countries (18.6% in North America and 21.7% in Europe). [1]

Evoking the aging of the population in Africa may therefore seem premature. In fact, the process has already started and should progress quickly.

Africa will not escape the aging of its population due to the lengthening of the lifespan. In Algeria, like other Maghreb countries, significant aging will occur over the coming decades. The median age will be close to that of Japan, which is now the highest in the world (46.5 years). In addition, life expectancy at birth increased from 46.5 years at the end of the 1940s to 53.3 years at the end of the 1960s-1960s. [2] and to 70 years on the eve of the year 2000 [3].

This development is accompanied by a gradual change in the prevalence of chronic diseases, which represent the leading cause of death worldwide [4].

These are, today, the major public health challenges facing Algeria, like many countries in the world.
The consequences of these pathologies are felt at the level of individuals, but also in terms of health expenditure and productivity [5], [6], [7], [8], [9].

The loss of production associated with 5 major chronic diseases in the world (cancer, cardiovascular diseases, chronic respiratory diseases, diabetes and mental health) was estimated at $47 trillion for the period 2011-2030 [10].

However, over the past 30 years, many fundamental scientific, clinical and epidemiological works have highlighted the role of nutrition in the determinism of major chronic diseases.

While it is difficult to accurately measure the relative weight of nutritional factors, there are many arguments to suggest that it is important.

A few examples illustrate this point: According to the WHO (World Health Organization), 25.2% of total mortality in the world is attributable to a combination of risk factors of nutritional origin, each one representing an important part of this mortality: high blood pressure (16.8%), high blood sugar (7%), high cholesterol (5.8%) and low intake of fruits and vegetables (2.5%).

These risk factors contribute to the increase in the number of years of life with a pathology [11].

Many studies now highlight the determining role of nutritional factors in limiting the occurrence of arterial hypertension during aging or at least preventing it.

Some others show that the prevalence of under nutrition is quite high among the elderly.

Taking an interest in their nutrition therefore seems a necessary step towards promoting health in this category of the population.

2. Concept of epidemiological transition

One can open the question of "epidemiological transition" from the theory of Abdel Omran as one of the first attempts to explain the changes in the structure of the causes of death that accompany the fall in death rates during the demographic transition in industrialized countries from the 18th century [12].

In 1971 he posited the idea that the process of modernization takes place in all societies in three "ages":

- "the age of pestilence and famine", during which mortality is high and fluctuating, with an average life expectancy of less than 30 years.

- "the age of the decline of pandemics" during which life expectancy increases considerably, going from less than 30 years to more than 50 years.

- And finally, "the age of degenerative diseases and diseases of society", during which the rate of decline in mortality slows down, while the disappearance of infectious diseases increases the visibility of degenerative diseases and diseases "of society "are becoming more and more frequent [12].

In the more general scheme of demographic transition, Omran predicted a general convergence of life expectancies towards a limit depending on the new epidemiological profiles of modern societies [12].

Méslé and Vallin propose to review the evolution of this theory for the developing countries which, having entered the health transition process later, were obviously still at much lower levels of life expectancy than the countries of the North in the early fifties [13], [14].

The authors take stock of the matter with a very thorough literature review. They start from the observation that most of these countries have, however, made immense progress since the Second World War, thus participating in the general movement towards convergence.

Thus, countries such as Korea in Asia, Chile in Latin America or Tunisia in Africa (to name but a few examples) have managed, from the 1950s to the 1990s to very quickly fill most of their behind the countries of the North.
We are finally witnessing a tremendous convergence towards very high levels of life expectancy [13], [14].

In addition, several events made it possible to discuss the limits of this theory.

In 1995; Shcholikov tries with these authors to better understand the unfavorable evolution of mortality in Russia since the sixties, by comparing it with that observed in two Western countries, France and England, in an article entitled:

"Trends in life expectancy and causes of death from 1970 to 1993 in Russia." They suggest that in the pattern of demographic transition, where Abdel Omran predicted a general convergence of life expectancies, the unfavorable development was linked to the health crisis in Eastern Europe under the combined effects of an aggravation of cardiovascular mortality and a continued expansion of societal diseases, in particular alcoholism and violence [15].

In 2002, Caselli evokes with the same authors, the outbreak of AIDS in Africa and the punctures made by wars and other political violence, which, unfortunately are not uncommon in Africa, as a second serious sprain which also seemed to slow down the process. convergence [13], [14].

By studying the model of the epidemiological transition in the United States, Olshansky and al in 1986 [16] proposed in addition to the three phases of Omran, a fourth phase, that of "the age of regression of deaths due to degenerative diseases "and even a fifth phase that of" the age of adopting preventive behaviors ".

Rogers and Hackenberg see in this fourth phase a time when individual behaviors have an important and significant influence on health [17]

For Julio Frenk and al, the concept of epidemiological transition turned out to be too narrow and it would be useful to broaden the problem by preferring to the concept of "epidemiological transition" that of "health transition" to encompass not only the evolution of characteristics. Epidemiological health status but also that of the responses of societies to this condition.

The first step would then be the decline of infectious diseases (like Omran). The second stage is characterized by the decline in cardiovascular disease. This theory of health transition thus leaves the door open to other later phases, particularly in the area of cancer [18].

In a recent article, Méslè and Vallin, offer a general review of the epidemiological transition to the health transition, in which this theory seemed to them rather to be reconstructed.

On the one hand, the infectious danger is never completely removed, it is only under control and if the conditions of the fight are unfavorable, there can be setbacks, as Africa dramatically illustrates.

Other hand; the success obtained in Western countries with regard to cardiovascular diseases since the 1970s is the result of a new strategy, combining high medical technology and changes in individual behavior, particularly in the food sector, to which all societies do not were not necessarily prepared [19].

Maire B, Gartner A, Delpeuch F. from the research institute for development, nutrition, food, and society: (WHO collaborating center) joined Lioret S from FFSA (French Food Safety Agency) to discuss the nutritional transition and its relation to diet-related chronic non-communicable diseases in developing countries.

For this research group, the epidemiological transition process is not linear, but very dynamic and often context-dependent. The main merit of Omran's theory of epidemiological transition is to organize all the facts that characterize the transition from a pre-industrial society to a modern society with, as a corollary in terms of health, the progressive substitution of chronic degenerative diseases. Infectious diseases as the leading cause of death.

There are arguably as many models as there are societies and eras, and the speed of these transitions can vary greatly [20].

It is fitting that in a review of his theory 30 years later, Omran [21] distinguishes three models of epidemiological transition namely:

- The Western model (Europe and North America): Classic model, characterized by a gradual transition in mortality rates.
- The accelerated model (Japan): Where changes take place quickly and over a short period of time.

- The contemporary, delayed or late model (developing countries): Where the transition is still unfinished.

For some authors, who are interested in the epidemiological transition and the growing burden of non-communicable diseases, this theory remains sufficiently coherent and explains well, despite the limits which are opposed to it, the global increase in cardiovascular diseases with a more marked speed in the developing countries [22], [23].

3. Definition, origin and characteristics of the nutritional transition

The nutritional transition is linked to the demographic, health and epidemiological transition described by Omran in the previous section [12, 24].

Maire and al, note that this process, which is encountered in developing countries, was also experienced by most industrialized countries during the evolution of societies, especially in Europe and the United States from the 19th century.

In these countries, it was characterized by significant changes in several areas of human life: reduction of physical domestic and industrial tasks; transition from food scarcity to food abundance; increased life expectancy; decline of infectious diseases... [20]

Inspired by the epidemiological transition ages of Omran [24], Popkin, in 1993 will formulate the theory of nutritional transition [25].

He develops it as a dimension of the epidemiological transition, especially designating all the changes that have occurred in diet and lifestyle underway in developing countries.

Maire and al also discuss the combined effect of cities urbanization and industrialization, changes in the socio-economic environment and globalization [20], [26].

By studying the nutritional transition and its consequences on health, Popkin proposes five stages:

- The first stage, entitled "food collection", is that of primitive societies. It relates to traditional gathering, hunting and fishing, and characterized by a diet rich in complex carbohydrates and fibers, low in fat, mainly in saturated fat, while polyunsaturated fat is plentiful.

The physical effort required for hunting and gathering is very high and to the detriment of obesity [26].

Very unusual nowadays, this stage can still be found in some developing countries.

Carpaneto and al, in an ethno zoological study on the diversity of mammals and traditional hunting observed this food mode in the population living in tropical forests in Central Africa [27].

Léon and al make the same observation by evaluating traditional hunting practices in a rural Mayan community in Mexico [28].

This stage has also been found among the Australian aborigines [29] and the First Nations of Canada [30].

- Stage 2 of this transition (Famine) is characterized by a very little diversified diet, subject to wide variations and acute periods of food shortages and even famines in some cases.

These vary considerably over time and region [26]. They are mostly found in regions grappling with cyclical or regular natural disasters (drought, earthquake, flooding,...), and also in regions harboring armed conflicts over long periods of time, such as in Africa.

Obesity remains absent due to the high energy expenditure invested in agriculture.
The third age of epidemiological transition will correspond, in terms of nutritional transition, "the age of decline in famines", marked by an increase in the consumption of fruits, vegetables and animal proteins.

Energy expenditure is becoming less and less important and sedentary lifestyle more and more frequent.

At the fourth age of the epidemiological transition, will correspond to the nutritional transition plan, "the age of chronic non-communicable diseases linked to nutrition", marked by a diet richer in fat, cholesterol and sugar, in addition lower in polyunsaturated fat, vegetable protein and fiber, with a sedentary lifestyle as the most common way of life. In contrast to the first stage.

Finally, the fifth stage of the nutritional transition will correspond to the "age of the adoption of preventive behaviors", marked by the appearance of new dietary behaviors and the increase in energy expenditure through the practice of physical activity.

This change in behavior occurs deliberately when faced with a risk of developing Chronic diseases related to nutrition (CDRN), or with the aim of improving quality of life [26].

The last three stages of nutritional transition according to Popkin [26], which are also the most frequent, range from alleviation of famine and reduction of malnutrition (stage 3) to the onset and expansion of chronic diseases (stage 4), then the return to a healthier lifestyle with a decrease in chronic diseases (stage 5).

Many authors support the fact that it is however difficult to classify developing countries in a specific stage, because several of them are still straddling stages 3 and 4 in which we observe a gradual increase in diversity. Food with the onset of chronic diseases that coexist with persistent malnutrition [31], [32], [33].

This situation of coexistence or double burden of malnutrition, which has been the subject of an abundant literature, continues in stage 4 to reach very high levels, particularly in the countries of Latin America, Asia and Asia. North Africa [34] [32], [35], [36], [33].

It must be said that the last stage of transition does not yet retain the attention of the majority of developing countries, while the WHO has already sounded the alarm for prevention strategies against chronic diseases [37].

4. Chronic diseases related to nutrition

This term is the literal translation of an Anglo-Saxon expression popularized by the WHO "non-communicable diet-related chronic disease", which initially aimed to distinguish between the pathology which arises from toxic-infectious agents present in food contaminated (food poisoning) and that which relates to metabolic disorders, at least partly linked, in the long term, to the mode of food.

Analyzing whom estimates and projections, Manton KG in 1988 studied the global impact of no communicable diseases.

The author shows that the global burden of chronic disease will be heavily concentrated in developing countries [38].

Maire and al are interested in the rise of chronic no communicable diseases linked to food, based on WHO estimates during the year 1988 (analyzed by Manton KG) - 1998. They find that the latter have long been the leading cause of death in industrialized countries (88% of deaths), and that they could already be attributed to around 40% of deaths in developing countries.

Conversely, communicable diseases, especially in childhood, continue to decline, promoting a marked increase in life expectancy in all of these countries. Thus, among these chronic non-communicable diseases, some have a recognized link with diet (hyperlipidemia, non-insulin-dependent diabetes, high blood pressure, diseases, cardiovascular diseases, and certain cancers) and with other lifestyle factors, such as sedentary lifestyle [20].

A consultation of WHO / FAO (world health organization/Food and agriculture organization ) expert group on diet, nutrition and the prevention of chronic diseases took place in Geneva from January 28 to February 1, 2002. This consultation followed up the work of the WHO study group. / FAO which met in 1989 to make recommendations regarding the prevention of chronic diseases and the mitigation of their impact.
These experts have seen the world since the 1950s as a theater where great changes are taking place, leading to major changes in diets, first in industrial regions and, more recently, in developing countries.

Traditional, largely plant-based diets were quickly replaced by high fat, high energy density diets. Furthermore, diet, while essential for prevention, is only one of the risk factors.

Lack of physical activity, the growing importance of which for health is now recognized, results from an increasingly sedentary lifestyle, in both developing and industrialized countries.

In its 1999 World Health Report, the WHO stated that 85% of the burden of Chronic diseases related to nutrition was borne by Developed countries [39].

Since then, this burden has increased further, making these diseases the leading cause of death and morbidity worldwide. In 2002, WHO reported that 60% of deaths worldwide were attributable to chronic diseases, accounting for 43% of the global disease burden.

The forecasts for 2020 showed that 73% of deaths would be attributable to chronic diseases, which would represent 60% of the global disease burden [40]. Chronic diseases, in general and in particular Chronic diseases related to nutrition, have been recognized by the WHO since 2002. Like an epidemic, which now affects both developing countries and developed countries [37].

In need of global surveillance, CHOI and al qualify chronic diseases as communicable diseases in terms of risk factors, because modern practices regarding diet and physical activity are risk behaviors that spread across countries and are transferable from one population to another as an infectious disease; they are reflected in morbidity tables around the world [41].

Leeder and al point out that projections relating to mortality due to Chronic diseases related to nutrition in developing countries between 1990 and 2020 show an increase of 120% for women and 137% for men, putting developing economies in difficulty in their combating these diseases [42].

In 2005, of the 58 million deaths, 60% were attributable to CD, of which 32% were due to chronic nutrition-related diseases CNRD) [43].

Among the hypotheses put forward to explain this increase in mortality due to CNRDs, there is the inadequacy in the Developed countries of health systems in the management of these diseases, the lack of scientific evidence that may attract the attention of decision-makers and the little interest until recently accorded by the international scientific community on this question.

For proof, until 1996, developing countries had access to less than 10% of research funds on diseases while they endured 90% of health problems in the world [44], [45].

5. Change in the global health landscape with covid 19

The appearance of COVID 19 jeopardizes the theory of epidemiological transition and the associated projections that were planned. In December 2019, the COVID-19 outbreak caused by the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) was first reported. Similar cases quickly appeared in the world [46], [47], [48]. On January 30, 2020, the WHO declared a public health emergency of international concern and declared the rapidly spreading coronavirus epidemic as a pandemic on March 11, 2020 [49].

The virus has reached almost every country in the world, each of which faced this new infection at a different stage of the epidemiological transition. In June 2020, cumulative confirmed cases increased dramatically, as did the number of deaths globally. Urgent and emergency care for patients with COVID-19 required effective drugs to control the disease and stop the pandemic.

Europe and the United States as well as most of the countries which were at an advanced stage of the epidemiological transition (lengthening of the life expectancy and urbanization of the population) suffered the full damage of covid 19. The trance of the over-65s who represent the largest percentage of these populations suffered the most.
As research around the world has looked at new treatments for no communicable diseases. This new infection distracts attention from a rush to find a new treatment for this new virus.

The COVID 19 pandemic has highlighted the heavy burden that non-communicable diseases, neglected (in particular by the confinement of the population as a solution to fight covid 19) impose on health resources. This should serve as a catalyst for the public authorities to implement more stringent control strategies: Fight against tobacco, alcohol,… Investments should be targeted in improving physical activity and healthy eating.

The coronavirus has exposed the flaws in the health and support systems for the elderly in many countries. The challenge that should be is to find a compromise between the urbanization of the population, the competition for a new vaccine and the economic cost of confinement.

6. Conclusion

The advent of COVID 19 will change the situation in terms of public health. COVID-19 has shown that many of the tools needed to fight Non Communicable Diseases are also those needed to fight this pandemic: disease surveillance, leadership action, robust public health, clear communication and equitable access to resilient universal health systems. COVID-19 could provide new information about the interactions between the immune system and Non Communicable Diseases, and potentially change the way we understand and treat these diseases. It could also generate new long-term disabilities that will increase the burden of Non communicable diseases.
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